DO YOU KNOW THE INVENTORY IN YOUR SEEDER?

- Ensures even seed distribution during hopper filling
- You’re able to fill enough seed to plant a field or farm
- It helps for refilling, and knowing the amount of seed used on a single field or farm

GT 400

Providing Measuring Solutions to Optimize Agricultural Performance
Knowledge of Seed Inventory is Important in Many Ways

- Ensure even seed distribution between hopper filling
- Load required amount to ensure enough seed for planting and reduce clean-out time for changing varieties
- Compare pounds planted with acres planted for accurate population
- Measure seed used between farms and partnerships
- Perform quick and easy installation of scale system

Model GT 400

Convenient “Start-Stop” feature (patent pending)
For equal filling of left/right hopper or Refuge

View and change the 6 character alphanumeric data field

For greater options and USB data transfer, the GT 460 is the answer!
6 and 26 character alphanumeric data fields

For Case IH 500T Drill Models:

Call us for fitments on Precision Disc 500T Drills, 4025 Twin Row and 1240 Early Riser Planters as these are in development.

The following Digi-Star, LLC patents for planting and seeding implements:
6,732,667  7,059,258  7,273,017  7,357,087  7,448,335  7,523,710
12/427,915.

We reserve the right to modify designs or implement product improvement, without any obligations with respect to goods purchased.